a mass celebration of community & creativity in renfrewshire.
inside, read about impact arts & invest in renfrewshire’s creative employability programmes in renfrewshire in 2018,
the vital community work our trainees engaged in, and how the programme will help their creative practice in the future.

impact arts in renfrewshire
SIX months employment on the living wage for 20 local young creatives aged 16-29.

advanced creative pathways (ages 16-20)
An introduction to working in the creative industries and community arts. The group have been learning new
skills in digital art including photography, animation and 3D printing. A.C.P. are engaging older people, primary
school children and the general public by delivering their own workshops and passing on new skills in their
local communities. A.C.P. plans to inspire, support and progress our young creatives into their chosen discipline
whilst also providing them with extensive training and access to various exciting creative opportunities.

creative mentoring programme (ages 21-29)
A creative placement and training programme. Each young person has a background in a creative discipline and
has been under-employed or unemployed since graduating. C.M.P. provides each creative with the training, work
experience, mentoring, time and space to develop their individual artistic practice, and a platform to share
these skills with a wider audience. This person-centred approach, combined with Impact Arts’ knowledge and
experience of community engagement and participatory arts, means we not only help to nurture the talents
of these aspiring artists, but also have a lasting and meaningful impact on our communities, helping to enable
social change and inspire a new generation of artists.

creative mentoring programme

Ben Niven
Paisley

Before I began the Creative Mentoring
Programme I had just been let go from my
previous job as a Moderator for an escape
room company in Glasgow. Prior to this I
had been working as a professional actor
whenever I could and regularly attended
open mic nights in Paisley.
Through Impact Arts I have been involved with
several projects such as Cashback, Craft Café
and Creative Pathways. I have worked with
local community organisations such as Create
Paisley and have received training in a wide
variety of areas from pitching a community
project to Autism Awareness. I also had the
opportunity to gather stories from older
people across Johnstone and Linwood and
I created a spoken word piece at local Tea
Dance.
One of the major bonuses of getting involved with the CMP was getting in contact with my mentor Karen
Herbison who has been helping me to improve my writing ability and putting me in contact with people and
organisations who will directly benefit from my work.
Meeting and working alongside Karen Herbison has been a joy and a pleasure as she has helped me to
achieve things I would not have thought possible for me before I joined Impact Arts. Assisting on projects
like Cashback and Creative Pathways has also been incredible as I am now realising that I am not the only one
who is ready and willing to help young people find their feet in this world and get them ready for whatever
they may come their way.
I plan to utilise the contacts I have made over the past six months to create and deliver workshops that will
greatly aid those who need it most. I shall also continue to write and act with the hope that I will be able to
offer the kind of opportunities for young performers that I wish I had growing up.

claire dobbin
Paisley

Before Impact Arts I had just graduated from
a MA in 3D Design for Virtual Environments
and was in a retail job. I had been in retail for
almost 5 years, in roles that didn’t suit my
creative skills. I had recently been in touch
with Invest Renfrewshire to see if there were
any roles within the creative community –
luckily the Creative Mentoring Programme
by Impact Arts had just launched. The rest is
history.
At Impact Arts I have gained a great deal of
experience, training and engagement with
young people and the elderly. My creative skills
have grown, and my knowledge has expanded
by being a part of local community groups
and watching them thrive. My confidence in
my own abilities to work with younger people
have improved– something that I wouldn’t
have believed I could do when I first joined the
programme.
I hope that once we’re finished I can continue to work within community groups. My main ambition is to join
a company that I can put my 3D skills to good use. Working within the community has been such an uplifting
experience. I would also like to look into teaching at local colleges or University.
Highlights of my time at Impact Arts have got to be working with the ACPs and working with Craft Café.
When I was working with the ACP group during their animation module, I found that a flame for teaching
was ignited – it’s very much something I would like to pursue if possible. The Craft Café is also a fantastic
experience. It’s wonderful to sit and listen to the members stories of their childhood – or even just the piece
that they’re working on. The Craft Café is so important to communities, everyone should do everything in
their power to keep them going and keep loneliness and isolation far from the elderly.

EILEEN POTTLE
Paisley

I graduated with a degree in jewellery design
last year. My work focuses interactive and
customisable design. For my degree collection
I developed a modular range of jewellery kits
which could be assembled together in any
combination. I wanted to encourage people
to get involved in making their own designs
with my work. Seeing how visitors to the
show interacted with my work, in particular
a young autistic boy, made me consider how
my work could be used as a therapeutic tool.
While seeking to develop this, I was also
looking for work relevant to my degree.
Through the Creative Mentoring Programme, in
addition to the varied training I have received,
I have been able to experience working on a
number of projects across different age ranges.
This has included assisting and delivering at
various Impact Arts projects for older people
and young people. I have had the opportunity
to run a jewellery session with a group of young people in Paisley and an animation session with children at
Loud N Proud. I have also been involved with designing and creating a visual map of the Glen Park area of
the Gleniffer Braes for Doors Open day in September.
With the skills and experience I have gained I plan to move on to freelance/creative assistant work alongside
my own jewellery practice. I will continue to work with my mentor, Liz Young, while developing my own
workshops exploring therapeutic art and the play aspect of art using modular jewellery as a basis
The highlights have been meeting and working with such a diverse mix of incredibly talented and creative
people as well seeing the enormous positive benefit art has on individuals and communities. The atmosphere
across Impact Arts is incredibly welcoming and supportive. Not only am I inspired by the passion of the
Impact Arts team but also the seeing the pride and joy people experience when they are able to create
something with their own hands.

EMILY BEANEY
Paisley

Before joining Impact Arts I was living
in Denmark, working with a friend from
Edinburgh College of Art to develop and
deliver a programme of creative workshops
for our pop-up arts hub ‘MAKE’. After deciding
to return to Scotland, I chose to continue to
develop my arts practice, whilst co-facilitating
a series of ‘Wearable Sculptures’ workshops
with the disability arts charity Artlink.
Following this positive experience, I was keen
to further my involvement with community
groups - enter Impact Arts!
Over the past six months, I have been involved
with a number of projects with Impact Arts
that creatively engage a range of community
groups. I have worked alongside talented
individuals and had the privilege of expanding
my learning experience through multiple
training opportunities. I have also benefitted
from the mentorship of artist Dawnne
McGeachy, drawing upon her extensive experience working as a painter.
After August I plan to expand my practice as a freelance artist, working across disciplines to create works
that strive to be poignant, socially relevant and materially stimulating for the viewer’s senses. In addition to
this, I would like to continue exploring my research interests surrounding multi-sensory cultures, promoting
the importance of inclusivity and accessibility in the arts. It is my aim to channel the outcomes of these
explorations into both my arts practice and future work with community groups.
My time at Impact Arts has been a unique experience, full of encouragement, character and creative
thinking. I am grateful in particular for the opportunity to have worked with Craft Cafe Edinburgh’s fantastic
members and its talented artists in residence, Kate and Sarah. Other highlights include facing fears, seeing
others grow, Eileen’s baking, etc. However, it was the support, kindness, positivity and generosity of spirit
that was freely given by my co-ordinator Jenny, that gave the opportunity its heart. Thank you!

IAIN KNOX
Paisley

I studied Technical Theatre at Reid Kerr
College. Prior to starting on CMP, I had
worked sporadically as a Technician at the
Pavilion Theatre, Glasgow, and as a Care
Assistant in a Care Home. With a passion for
computers, music and film, I felt that I wasn’t
fulfilling my creative ambitions and had hit an
employment slump.
Since coming onboard CMP, my confidence
has grown through the various training and
work experience opportunities offered. I have
been labelled the ‘Dark Horse’ in terms of my
creative abilities! I have used my technical skill
set for community projects involving filming,
editing and events. I have also really enjoyed
working with young people especially through
music making activities including making
instruments, song-writing and recording.
Through the programme, my own abilities as
a versatile Creative have grown. After finishing the programme, I am interested in pursuing a few business
ideas including making musical instruments from recycled objects, which I discussed with James at the
Business Gateway Start-Up session. I have also been successful in securing a volunteering opportunity with
Esports Scotland as their Social Media Manager and Production Assistant.

KAYLEIGH MCGUINNESS
Paisley

Prior to the Creative Mentoring Programme,
I had recently completed my BA Hons Degree
from Glasgow School of Art. It proved difficult
for me to get my foot in the door of the
creative industry where I planned to form
a career, and instead I worked a zero hour
contract in a pub.
Finding the opportunity to work for Impact Arts
has opened a huge door for me in terms of my
career, as I am now fully trained on all aspects
related to community arts. I have facilitated
workshops and projects, and learned to budget
and manage various groups of people. Impact
Arts have put me in touch with some incredible
people such as Carla Scott Fullerton who is my
mentor.
I have been successful in continuing my
employment within Impact Arts and have
secured a 12 month contract as an assistant
tutor for the Creative Ageing Project across Renfrewshire. This is an exciting time for me as I am able to
continue to develop my skills as a community artist.
My highlights have been working alongside so many creative people and learning about their disciplines. The
experience I have gained working with children, young people, adults and older people has been invaluable
my personal development and I feel grateful to have had this opportunity.

PAUL STEWART
LOCHWINNOCH

Before joining the Impact Arts’ Creative
Mentoring Programme in February ‘18 I had
been unemployed for just over 3 months. My
previous job had been as an admin assistant
at a local business and I wasn’t a very good
fit. I had been applying for jobs in the creative
sector but not hearing much back, when (my
now mentor on the programme) suggested
I apply for the Impact Arts role. The timing
was just right as I had been reading about
and developing my interest in community
arts, and wondering how I could fit in with my
music.
With Impact Arts I have been learning,
collaborating, meeting new people- and
enjoying. In the first half of the programme,
we often trained as a team, learning about
social issues and discussing a range of
important topics in preparation for our more
individualised placements. While on my
placement with Brick Lane Studios I have been able to get involved with, and develop an understanding of
local community arts projects while also networking. My own practice time and the projects I have been
involved within Impact Arts (assisting the Advanced Creative Pathways team, creating music for exhibitions
etc.) have vastly improved my communication and organisational skills, while allowing me to develop my
workflow and technical abilities.
After August I would like to learn to drive, which will allow me to pursue more opportunities in the creative
industries. I also intend to go freelance as a musician and audio engineer. I have always taken my music
work very seriously but I feel more capable now of managing my time and treating production work as a
“real job”. I feel like I have the social skills now to network properly. Further into the future I would like to
get involved with community arts again as a teacher or in a similar role. I’m more willing just to participate
in any way now.
My personal highlights from the programme have been my time spent at Brick Lane and generally meeting
and getting to know so many other incredibly talented creative people.

ROSS MCRAE
BISHOPTON

I studied Radio and Media. Unfortunately
after graduating was unable to secure work in
this sector and resulted to working as an office
temp. My other passion which is magic and
performing was getting me a small number of
gigs I was not making enough money to class
it as self employment or to make ends meet.
In September 2017 the office work dried up
and I became unemployed. I turned to Invest
in Renfrewshire for help and at the start of
2018 got an amazing opportunity to work
with Impact Arts for 6 months.
I have assisted the ACP Paisley, worked with
Craft Cafes and Cashback Renfrewshire. I also
assisted with the launch of Scotland’s Bravest
Manufacturing Company, got involved in the
planning for the Invest Films and performed
close up magic at the Linstone Housing
Association Tea Dance. Other projects include
magic workshops at Summer Camps and
I became a Pulse Radio presenter and working with clients using magic as medium for improving social
engagement amongst Young People at Good Shepherd in Bishopton.
Work in Youth Work. Exploring what my best options are in terms of which avenue to go down and next steps
whether its College, volunteering, after school clubs, being a youth worker or working freelance. I will have
the support of my mentor to explore all of the above.
I enjoyed working with a diverse group of creatives and having new experiences such as the Craft Cafes and
I’m proud of the workshops I ran. I even had a middle page spread in the local paper. The work I did with the
Good Shepherd was hugely rewarding and I have had fun at Pulse on Friday afternoons, getting to know my
peers and learn more about those involved in the CMP programme such as Ben Niven.

VALERIJA TKACENKO
LINWOOD

Before joining Impact Arts I was in a very lost
place in my life and career. After graduating
I worked 40 hour shifts as a waitress at a
restaurant. It felt as if I was falling into the
limbo of retail jobs where I had no opportunity
to develop as a creative professional.
Working at Impact Arts has been an eye
opening experience. As a trainee at Impact
Arts I have worked alongside leading artists
on creative projects and helped with project
delivery from the set up to its evaluation. I
have also planned, organised and delivered
a variety of consultations and workshops
to different community groups. Alongside
community engagement work, I received
training in: Mental Health First Aid, First
Aid Awareness, Protection of Vulnerable
Groups, Homelessness and Addiction, Autism
Awareness, and more. Participation in Creative
Mentoring Programme also helped me to
develop further as an artist within my creative field with the help of a professional mentor in 3D Graphics
Sarah Dargie. With Sarah’s help I have explored digital sculpting and different possibilities of merging fine
art together with digital art.
After I finish I will join Events and Marketing team at Renfrewshire Council where I will work as a Creative
Marketing and Events Intern. It is an exciting opportunity working with young people, celebrating the Year of
Young People by designing and delivering Halloween festival 2018 based on young people Ideas. I also plan
to focus on 3D sculpting and abstract form. Additionally I plan to develop my portfolio further.
For the past 6 months I have become more confident as a creative professional. I have learned that I am
very passionate about working in community arts and although I have degree in 3D Computer Animation
I don’t have to restrict myself to just working digitally. Collaborating with other creative trainees has been
a wonderful experience and learning more about diverse art forms has been very insightful. Over all it has
been an amazing opportunity where I have developed as an artists as a professional and as a person.

community projects
Aside from their ongoing training, mentoring and experiences on Impact Arts’ projects, the Creative Mentoring Team have also
been busy working within the Renfrewshire community. Here is just a snippet of what they’ve been up to over the past six months…

CREATE PAISLEY: PAISLEY MUSIC TV

CMP’s Iain, Ben, Val and Claire supported Alan and team at Create Paisley to film, photograph and blog about Renfrewshire
bands and musicians for Paisley Music TV. Shoots featuring Michael Cassidy, Reality TV and The Davies Sisters took place on
location in some of Paisley’s most iconic buildings including Paisley Museum and Abbey Mill.

SCOTLAND’S BRAVEST MANUFACTURING COMPANY: EVENT LAUNCH

The CMP team were delighted to support Director, Michelle Ferguson and her team from Scotland’s Bravest Manufacturing
Company, a new Social Enterprise, based in the grounds of Erskine Hospital. The Company will train and skill-up veterans/
ex-servicemen to create and manufacture signage. We teamed up with Erskine Music and Media Studios to create a welcoming launch event for a host of VIP delegates and special guests.

INVEST IN RENFREWSHIRE: CASE STUDY FILMS

An ongoing project for the team has been to capture and create short Case Study films of young people who have been
clients of Invest in Renfrewshire and moved onto employment. Iain, Ben, Val, Claire and Ross have been involved in filming
and editing, whilst Paul has created original music for the films.

discover gleniffer braes: glen park maps

The beautiful Braes are a gem in Renfrewshire’s crown; however the nearby Glen Park area has been overlooked these
past few years. Joan Ferguson from Invest in Renfrewshire asked our team to produce a Tourist Map and an Interactive
Map ahead of Doors Open Day in September to highlight this stunning natural area. Emily, Eileen and Claire consulted with
local people, Park Rangers and existing maps and information from Renfrewshire Libraries, to create not only practical
pieces, but amazing artwork in their own right. Watch out for Renfrewshire’s Year of the Young People’s mascot, Goldie the
Youthicorn too!

linstone housing association: tea dance

When local Housing Association, Linstone told us that they were turning 20, and celebrating with older residents, we knew
we had to join in with the party. Ben, our playwright and actor, visited older people in Linwood and Johnsotne and gathered
a series of anecdotes and tales of yore to create a spoken word piece. The piece was performed at the Association’s
celebratory Tea Dance and, to add a touch of magic, Ross amazed the party goers with up-close card tricks and some nifty
dancing. The event was filmed and photographed by Iain and Eileen.

tannahill threads festival: arts workshops

We were delighted to have the opportunity to support local Artist, Mandy McIntosh, at the Tannahill Centre’s Tannahill
Threads Festival. Claire and Emily provided a series of interactive arts workshops which were enjoyed by people of all ages.

BRICK LANE MEDIA: COMMUNITY EVENTS

Under Director Alan McEwan’s wing, Paul has been working with Brick Lane Media at a series of high profile local events
including CarFest and Paisley Food and Drink Festival. Paul has been involved in everything from setting up and back-stage
management to performing with his own band, Stray Dug.

LINSTONE HOUSING ASSOCIATION: BELMAR COURT HUB MAKEOVER

Community space makeovers require care, sensitivity and understanding. Kayleigh and Emily took up a residency at the
community Hub in Belmar Court, consulting, engaging and designing the space with the Hub’s users. Supported by Claire,
Val, Ben and Eileen, Kayleigh and Emily implemented the final design concept which involved painting a stunning mandala.
At the official launch party, the resident’s at Belmar Court and other Hub users were blown away by their new homely
space and we are sure it will be utilised well for years to come.

ADVANCED CREATIVE PATHWAYS

CAITLIN MCKAY
PAISLEY

Before I was involved with Impact Arts I
was doing a childcare course at college. I
really enjoyed my course but after leaving I
heard about the opportunity at Impact Arts
and went along to the information evening.
Impact Arts has been a great place to learn
and meet new friends. Photography has
been my favourite thing to learn about and
do. I decided to photograph a variety flowers
which I framed for the exhibition at the Wynd
Centre in Paisley. This was the first time I
helped put on an exhibition. I was nervous
and stressed as it was a new experience but
it was a success and I felt very proud of my
work.
I have also enjoyed animation very much.
Again it was stressful because I thought I
wouldn’t get it all done! Luckily I did and I was
more confident at the exhibition, having had
the experience of the last one.
I’ve learned new skills and boosted my self- confidence whilst being at Impact Arts. They have helped me a
lot and I am thankful for the amazing opportunity I was given to explore my creativity. I’m planning on going
on to do childcare again after this but hoping to gain a modern apprentice and receive a full qualification
this time.

“The best and most beautiful things in the world cannot be seen or
even touched – they must be felt with the heart.”
unknown

CALLUM MACMILLAN
JOHNSTONE

Before I joined Advanced Creative Pathways
I studied graphic design and animation for
almost two years in the hope of learning
the skills I needed to become a comic book
artist and hopefully create my own. However
college wasn’t a good fit for me and I dropped
out after feeling like I wasn’t learning anything
that would help me achieve my goal. I then
spent about a year looking for some sort of
internship to gain work experience and see
how things work out in regards to becoming
a professional artist and fulfil my ambitions.
I then found out about the Impact Arts
Advanced Creative Pathways programme. The
programme has helped me in so many ways:
I have learned skills in both photography and
animation, as well as other digital arts This has
been hugely useful as I used to work within
mostly traditional methods. I have also met so
many multi-talented individuals with whom I
have formed valuable connections which should help me in the future as I break into the world of art.
Over the past few months or so I have been working on a few personal projects, the first being “CoMac Art
and Illustration” which is a platform for me to show my art and hopefully soon I’ll be able to sell art. I’ve
also been working with a couple of my friends and we are developing a couple of web comics and also some
graphic novels for print. After ACP I hope to delve fully into these endeavours and produce and publish not
just my own, but other local artists work too.

“All that is gold does not glitter, not all those who wander are lost;
the old that is strong does not wither, deep roots are not reached by
the frost.”
j.r.r. tolkien

ELLIE FINNIE
LOCHWINNOCH

Before I started the Advanced Creative
Pathways I studied NC Fine Art at college,
however, I never really got the satisfaction I
desired from the course. Despite it being an
art course I didn’t feel like it was creative
and that affected me to the point I just didn’t
care about it. For the past six months I have
been working at Impact Arts on the ACP
programme. Since starting this I have really
opened up my creative side as well as learning
and developing new skills in photography,
animation and 3D printing.
I have learned and achieved so much since I
started with Impact Arts including how to use
a camera in depth. I know all about aperture,
ISO and shutter speed on the camera as well as
how to edit professionally on the computer. I
have also learned animation and how to make
it all come together. I feel I have gained a lot of
confidence and can now show off my skills to
others. I really enjoyed the outcome of my animation work; it gave me great pride.
After ACP I am volunteering with ICS which is a charity that sends volunteers to disadvantaged countries to
help give them the skills and knowledge to make a better lifestyle for themselves. I will be going to is Nepal
to help build wells. I will be sharing my knowledge with others as well as helping with the water shortage. I
feel that this will not only have a great impact on me but also on the people of Nepal that I will be helping.

“It’s gonna get harder before it gets easier. But it will get better,
you just gotta make it through the hard stuff first.”
unknown

IONA BIrSS
LANGBANK

Before I moved to Scotland I went to
Ravensbourne College in North Greenwich,
London. I studied Pre Foundation Art
and Design and learned graphic design,
photography, animation, film, TV and 3D
design. I then started a foundation course in
film and media however decided it wasn’t
for me and moved up to Scotland. I struggled
to find a job and went to INVEST where my
mentor told me about this opportunity with
Impact Arts.
Over the course of the 6 months I have
improved my photography and animation skills
and also learned 3D printing. I already had
a basic knowledge of photography through
college however at Impact Arts I learned about
different types of photography and how to edit
photos.
For the animation I learned more about story
boarding and the process of making a longer animation and also time lapse. For 3D printing I came up with
my own idea for a product, creating it with the 3d printer.
Overall I was really proud of my outcomes and enjoyed every project.

“Ever tried. Ever failed. No matter. Try Again. Fail again.
Fail better.”
SAMUEL BECKETT

KIMBERLEY MCKAY
PAISLEY

Before working with Impact Arts and joining
the Advanced Creative Pathways team I had
just recently left school and was thrilled at
the opportunity to work with such creative
people.
During my time at Impact Arts I have completed
a photography block with an exhibition at the
end. My chosen topic to photograph was old
antiques. I displayed four photographs at the
exhibition, two of which I did encaustic painting
over the top (painting with wax). I also made
an animation where I worked with Shelby and
completed a thirty second stop motion about a
robot babysitter. I then completed a hyperlapse
of Paisley Abbey and finally made a time lapse
using hatching dinosaur eggs.
I am also learning 3D printing where I plan to
make a winged goblet and a USBee ( a USB
in the shape of a bee). After Impact Arts I am
thinking about a career in travel and tourism or event planning.

“You can’t start the next chapter of your life If you keep
re-reading the last one!”
unknown

RACHEL MCGREGOR
JOHNSTONE

Before I joined the Advanced Creative
Pathways course, I used to work in hospitality
as a waitress and the job made me feel
worthless due to how customers and some
staff members treated me. I never really had
any time to work on or explore my creative
side and because of that I lost an important
part of my identity. Since becoming a part of
the ACP team, I have achieved new skills and
made new friendships.
I’ve learned photography, animation and 3D
printing throughout the six month course.
I loved learning photography as I could
experiment and express my passions in new
and intriguing ways. It’s been an extremely
enjoyable experience that I am grateful to have
been a part of.
After the course I will be moving to Aberdeen
to attend university. I will be studying Gaelic
Studies for the next four years and after graduating I hope to pursue a creative career where I can educate a
wide audience about the beauty and mystery of Celtic folklore.

“Names are not important. It’s what lies inside of you that matters.”
SARAH J. MASS

shelby davidson
ferguslie park

Before I came to Impact Arts I volunteered
at the Tannahill Community Centre with the
pensioners and youth club. I would help out
at the kids’ Christmas parties by dressing up
as one of Santa’s elves and I would also help
organise gala days. I would help out at the
pensioners parties or bingo by bringing them
tea or coffee. I really enjoy helping others
and I am passionate about helping in my
community (which I still do). This inspired me
to go for the position at Impact Arts.
During my time here I have learned and
achieved how to use a professional camera and
take professional photos using the knowledge
I gained of ISO, aperture and shutter speed. I
also learned how animation works and created
my own short film of a robot babysitter which
included taking roughly 2000 pictures. I also
completed my own time lapse and hyper lapse.
I have grown in confidence both within myself
and with using technology. The highlight for me was doing animation because watching my progress build
up to something amazing and doing it step by step gave me great pride.
After ACP I’m thinking of going on to do a childcare course were I would be put in a nursery placement, failing
that I would love to take up a career in community work to do things to help other communities, children
and the elderly.

“A true artist is not one who is inspired, but who inspires others.”
unknown

william molloy
paisley

Before I came to work for Impact Arts I was
an administrator at Barnardos Works. While
working there I started to teach myself how
to do different make up styles and techniques
and trying to generally improve my skills with
makeup. I started doing make up as a hobby
and never really saw a real career within that
industry until one night I was out in Glasgow
and a few girls asked me to do their make up.
The more I got into the makeup world the
less I was interested in doing admin I decided
I wanted to join Impact Arts and do the ACP
course to pursue a career in the creative
industries and work with other creative
people!
I have now gained a lot of different skills
and experience from working in different
environments to the extensive training
provided. Some of this was training in mental
health first aid and dyslexia; all the training was
very helpful to understand different backgrounds and mental states of other people. I feel I have matured and
grasped a better understand of my art form as we are pushed to excel and do better and we are encourage to
be unique and different without being judged or hindered for it. I also think this environment meant I could
relax more and really push myself and my understanding of make up as there’s also more ways I can improve
upon myself and my art form. I also found a love of photography and I now own my own camera and hope
to be able to create a makeup and photography business someday. I haven’t got a clear job outcome yet but
I feel motivated to continue my creative practice, I’m also in the process of creating a business plan for my
makeup and photography business - but that’s all confidential...!

“If I cannot do great things, I can do small things in a great way.”
martin luther king jr.

intergenerational animation workshop
cochrane castle primary school, johnstone

The ACPs visited primary 4s at Cochrane Castle to deliver a full day of workshops using Claymation stop motion animation.
Each group created a character and set based on their four house names: Falcon, Squirrel, Deer and Salmon. Using various
art materials and a lot of patience, each team took over 250 photos to create a mini animation which was then screened at
our animation exhibition in The Wynd Centre, Paisley. A messy, colourful, creative and fun day!

intergenerational photography workshop
cochrane castle primary school, johnstone

Our ACPs teamed up with the Feegie Needlers group to deliver photography workshops in portraiture and painting with
light. Photographic portraiture is all about building a rapport with the sitter to get the photograph that represents the
sitter. We did individual and group portraits using a flash gun, bouncing it off the white ceiling to give a flattering lighting
situation. The group portraits were particularly fun as the Needlers warmed to the ACPs.
For painting with light we set a camera on a tripod with a slow shutter speed and armed with glow sticks we all created
colourful patterns. The end result was a collection of brilliant portraits full of character!

The Advanced creative pathways team had three exhibitions included in their programme, marking the three blocks of different
creative fields they worked in: photography, animation and 3D printing. They were also tasked with the planning and promotion of
these events. Here are examples of the graphics designed by A.c.P. members callum and Iona for each of these exhibitions.
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